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Abstract: This study forecasts electricity demand in a smart grid environment. We present a 

prediction method that uses a combination of forecasting values based on time-series clustering. 

The clustering of normalized periodogram-based distances and autocorrelation-based distances are 

proposed as the time-series clustering methods. Trigonometrical transformation, Box–Cox 

transformation, autoregressive moving average (ARMA) errors, trend and seasonal components 

(TBATS), double seasonal Holt–Winters (DSHW), fractional autoregressive integrated moving 

average (FARIMA), ARIMA with regression (Reg-ARIMA), and neural network nonlinear 

autoregressive (NN-AR) are used for demand forecasting based on clustering. The results show that 

the time-series clustering method performs better than the method using the total amount of 

electricity demand in terms of the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). 
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1. Introduction 

In order to switch to a smart grid environment, real-time power demand data of each residence 

and industry is collected through the supply of AMI (advanced metering infrastructure). We aim to 

achieve efficient power use through an environment that can identify and control electricity 

consumption with AMI. After the expansion of smart-metering devices, it is necessary to forecast 

demand and supply accurately. The power system in a smart grid environment enhances the 

efficiency of power use and production using the exchange of information between the electricity 

supplier and the consumer through the smart meter [1]. 

In the Korea domestic electric power market, electrical power is produced while maintaining a 

reserve of 40,000 MW based on the maximum demand. However, after the “Second Energy Basic 

Plan” policy was promulgated in 2014 [2], the power management policy transformed from a power 

supply center policy into a power demand management center policy. Therefore, it is required to 

study the demand forecast based on the bottom-up method according to the individual companies 

and households, as well as power demand forecasts across the country. You should also consider 

environmental protection issues as well as energy efficiency issues. 

In the power supply center scenario, efficiency was low owing to power being consumed even 

when it was not needed, and problems such as greenhouse gas emissions (which pose a serious threat 

to the environment) occurred owing to the burning of coal, oil, and gas [3]. A greenhouse gas (GHG) 

reduction target of 30%, as compared with the 2020 business-as-usual (BAU) levels, was fixed 

consequent to the G7 expansion summit in July 2008. Therefore, reducing emissions has become a 

mandatory requirement. It is possible to reduce greenhouse gas emissions through accurate electric 

power demand prediction, which helps avoid unnecessary electric power generation. A smart grid 

environment can result in improved accuracy of electric power demand prediction, by transitioning 
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from the existing method of top-down prediction of the country's total electricity demand to a 

bottom-up approach; this improved accuracy will help reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In other 

words, by eliminating unnecessary power production through the introduction of high-efficiency 

power grids, which incorporate smart grids and smart meters, greenhouse gas emissions can be 

reduced. 

Even though the importance of accurate prediction is emphasized in the smart grid environment, 

the development of the forecasting methodology is progressing somewhat slowly owing to the 

obstacle of private information disclosure. In addition, the name and the characteristics of the 

company are often not revealed even if the electricity usage is disclosed. In this study, despite the fact 

that electricity demand data for each company were collected, there was a problem that the 

characteristics of the company (e.g., corporate sector, contracted power volume, region, name, size of 

the buildings) could not be obtained. 

Besides, even when collecting company-specific data, situations may arise where the 

classification criteria are ambiguous. We were only able to collect ID numbers and hourly power 

demand data for each company. Therefore, this study intends to present a forecasting method in a 

situation where only electricity demand data for each company are provided or in a condition where 

the classification of companies is obscure. 

First, companies are clustered using the demand pattern of electricity demand. As the data of 

the same pattern fit for the same time-series model, companies belonging to the same cluster are 

aggregated into one cluster power data to make forecasts according to the appropriate model. Lastly, 

the total power demand is predicted by summing the results for each cluster. 

In the past, before information and communication technologies (ICTs) and smart grids were 

developed, forecasting was based primarily on supply-side aggregated data in top-down formats at 

overarching governmental levels. Recently, owing to the development of computer technology, it has 

become possible to consider end-user demand through a bottom-up approach. The top-down 

approach was considered appropriate for the short-term load forecasting (STLF) method in the past. 

However, currently, the bottom-up approach is also applicable for STLF [4]. Thus, these technologies 

have expanded their roles by helping forecast peak load demand. 

Forecasting methods are classified into statistical and non-statistical methods, depending on the 

underlying technique. Statistical methods generate mathematical equations from existing historical 

data to estimate model parameters and obtain predictions. These methods include autoregressive 

integrated moving average (ARIMA) models [5,6], regression seasonal autoregressive moving 

average generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity models (Reg-SARIMA-GARCH 

models) [7,8], exponential smoothing methods [9,10], time-series models for series exhibiting 

multiple complex seasonality (trigonometrical transformation, Box–Cox transformation, ARMA 

errors, trend and seasonal components (TBATS)) [10,11], regression models [12], support vector 

machine (SVM) models [13,14], fuzzy models [15,16], and Kalman filters [17]. 

In contrast, Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based techniques have high predictive power and are 

suitable for nonlinear data because of their nonlinear and nonparametric function characteristics. 

Many studies using neural network models such as convolutional neural network (CNN) [18,19], 

recurrent neural network (RNN) [20,21], and long short-term memory (LSTM) [22,23] have been 

published. Recent studies on the smart grid environment are briefly reviewed in the following 

paragraphs. Mohammadi et al. [24] proposed a hybrid model consisting of an improved Elman neural 

network (IENN) and novel shark smell optimization (NSSO) algorithm based on maximizing 

relevancy and minimizing redundancy to predict smart-meter data in Iran. Ghadimi et al. [25] studied 

a hybrid forecast model of artificial neural networks (ANNs), radial basis function neural networks 

(RBFNNs), and support vector machines (SVMs) to predict loads and prices in smart grids, based on 

Australia and new England data. They showed that the proposed model, using a dual-tree complex 

wavelet transform and a multi-stage forecast engine, was superior across the four seasons, as 

compared with other classic models. Kim et al. [26] provided advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) 

forecasting data for Korea using a long short-term memory (LSTM) network with a sequence of past 

profiles, temperature, and humidity. 
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Vrablecova et al. [27] used the support vector regression (SVR) method to predict smart grid 

data for 5000 households in Ireland. They compared various forecasting methods using an optimal 

window, and the results showed that the online SVR method was suitable for STLF in non-stationary 

data. Chou et al. [28] forecasted the energy consumption of air conditioners from a smart grid system 

using a hybrid model of ARIMA, metaheuristic firefly algorithm (MetaFA), and least-squares support 

vector regression (LSSVR) to integrate linear and nonlinear characteristics. The models were 

compared for various sizes of the sliding window as well as various input factors, and showed 

superiority over the basic models. Mohammad et al. [29] studied smart meters from 100 commercial 

buildings using the ARIMA model, exponential smoothing method, and seasonal and trend 

decomposition using loess (SLT) method. The buildings were compared based on industry 

characteristics, and the 5 min recorded data were aggregated with the 30 min data to ensure that a 

similar day approach could be followed. Muralitharan et al. [30] compared the neural network-based 

optimization approach for smart grid prediction. The results showed that the neural network based 

genetic algorithm (NNGA) was suitable for STLF. At the same time, neural network-based particle 

swarm optimization (NNPSO) was better for the long-term load forecast (LTLF). Kim et al. [8] 

compared multiple time-series methods (SARIMA, GARCH-ARIMA, and exponential smoothing 

methods) and AI-based (ANN) methods in a comprehensive approach for STLF over 1 h to 1 day 

ahead forecasting horizons. They showed that the optimal model was the ANN model with external 

variables of weather and holiday effects over the time horizons. Kundu et al. [31] worked on the 

uncertainty of parameters and measurements for hourly energy consumption forecasts. They 

analyzed the sensitivity of the optimization with commercial heating ventilation and air conditioning 

(HVAC) system data. Ahmad et al. [32] proposed a novel forecasting technique for a one-day ahead 

prediction in a smart grid environment with an intelligent modular approach. Besides, in the smart 

grid environment, prediction accuracy and calculation time, which is a trade-off relationship, are 

essential to consider. Amin et al. [33] compared a linear regression model, univariate seasonal 

ARIMA model, and the novel multivariate LSTM model for 114 residential apartment smart meters 

over two years. The performances varied from each model by seasons and forecasting horizons. 

Overall, the LSTM model was the most accurate; however, under the high variability seasons of the 

temperature, the simple regression model was better. Motlagh et al. [34] recommended a clustering 

method to support electricity smart grid forecasts of a large residential dataset. To overcome the 

unequal time-series of each residential smart meter, they suggested model-based clustering to 

compute parallel data for large samples. Moreover, the results of clustering were described as intra-

cluster consistency and variability factors. 

The authors reviewed numerous studies about the smart grid and forecasting methods, however, 

most of the studies dealt with aggregated data or independent small area data. In a smart grid 

environment, the government recommends the bottom-up method for figuring out the various 

energy-consuming patterns in the economic distribution system. Nevertheless, it is time-consuming 

to build up the independent forecasting models for each grid. Therefore, we would like to suggest 

clustering methods to forecast the AMI systems efficiently. There have been some papers proposing 

a clustering method in smart grid datasets [34], but the study was conducted in residential smart 

meters. The present study makes the following contributions. We confirmed the robustness of the 

bottom-up method using AMI data in industrial areas on the smart grid with time-series clustering 

methodologies. There are some differences in time-series patterns for residents and industries, and 

the total amount of energy consumptions are a more substantial portion in industry areas. Moreover, 

forecasting through time-series pattern analysis was used to reduce the time of computing and make 

the method more natural to use in practice. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the methodology used 

in this study. Section 3 describes the data and variables and discusses the application of the data to 

the models, and Section 4 concludes the paper. 
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2. Methodology 

In this study, we present bottom-up demand forecasting using time-series data for industrial 

sectors collected through AMI. Figure 1 describes a schematic format of the forecasting design. The 

AMI data used are electricity demand by the company per hour and use only the ID and power 

demand of the company. First, companies are clustered using demand patterns of electricity demand 

for each AMI data. For clustering by company, time-series cluster analysis, which is a cluster analysis 

method according to a similar time-series pattern, is used. The time-series clustering method 

considered is presented in Section 2.1. Next, we estimate the optimal model of the sum of the data in 

the cluster. The considered time-series prediction model is presented in Section 2.2. Finally, the total 

amount of power generation of the entire company is estimated by summing up the optimal model 

prediction values for each cluster. 

  

Figure 1. Methodology for clustering of electricity demands for industrial areas. AMI, advanced 

metering infrastructure. 

2.1. The Time-Series Clustering 

2.1.1. Autocorrelation-Based Distances 

Galeano et al. [35] suggested a clustering technique for autocorrelation function (ACF) in the 

time-series data. �̂�𝑋𝑇
= (�̂�1,𝑋𝑇

, ⋯ , �̂�𝐿,𝑋𝑇
)′ and �̂�𝑌𝑇

= (�̂�1,𝑌𝑇
, ⋯ , �̂�𝐿,𝑌𝑇

)′  are estimated autocorrelation 

vectors of 𝑋𝑇  and 𝑌𝑇 , respectively, then �̂�1,𝑋𝑇
≈ 0 and �̂�1,𝑌𝑇

≈ 0 when 𝑖 > 𝐿. The ACF measures 

are expressed as below. 

𝑑ACF(𝑋𝑇 , 𝑌𝑇) = √(�̂�𝑋𝑇
− �̂�𝑌𝑇

)
′
𝛺(�̂�𝑋𝑇

− �̂�𝑌𝑇
) (1) 

where 𝛺 is a weight matrix, and the equal weights are assumed by giving the initial 𝛺 as 𝐼. In this 

case, 𝑑ACF becomes a Euclidiean distance measure between estimated ACF, as below. 

𝑑ACF(𝑋𝑇 , 𝑌𝑇) = √∑(�̂�1,𝑋𝑇
− �̂�1,𝑌𝑇

)
2

𝐿

𝑖=1

 (2) 
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The measure can be expressed as below as the considering geometric weights without time lag 

in ACF. 

𝑑ACF G(𝑋𝑇 , 𝑌𝑇) = √∑ 𝑝(1 − 𝑝)𝑖(�̂�1,𝑋𝑇
− �̂�1,𝑌𝑇

)
2

𝐿

𝑖=1

,    with 0 < 𝑝 < 1 (3) 

2.1.2. Normalized Periodogram-Based Distance 

The periodogram distance proposed by Caiado et al. [36] is a metric to recognize the keyframes 

using a short boundary estimated on a sliding sub-window basis. If its correlation structure is more 

appropriate than the process scale, then it is better to use the normalized periodogram by using the 

Euclidean distance. The normalized periodogram measures are expressed as below. 

𝑑NP(𝑋𝑇 , 𝑌𝑇) =
1

𝑛
√∑(𝑁𝐼𝑋𝑇

(𝜆k) − 𝑁𝐼𝑌𝑇
(𝜆k))2

𝑁

k=1

 (4) 

where 𝑁𝐼𝑋𝑇
(𝜆k) = 𝑇−1|∑ 𝑋𝑡𝑒−𝑖𝜆𝑘𝑡𝑇

𝑡=1 |
2
 and 𝑁𝐼𝑌𝑇

(𝜆k) = 𝑇−1|∑ 𝑌𝑡𝑒−𝑖𝜆𝑘𝑡𝑇
𝑡=1 |

2
 are the periodograms of 

𝑋𝑡 and 𝑌𝑡, respectively. 𝜆k =
2𝜋𝑘

𝑇
, 𝑘 = 1, … , 𝑛. 

2.2. Forecasting Models 

The double seasonal Holt–Winters (DSHW), trigonometric transform, Box–Cox transform, 

ARMA errors, trend and seasonal components (TBATS), fractional autoregressive integrated moving 

average (FARIMA), ARIMA with regression (Reg-ARIMA), and neural network nonlinear 

autoregressive (NN-AR) models are presented in this section. 

2.2.1. The Double Seasonal Holt–Winters (DSHW) Method 

The extension version for the double seasonal Holt–Winters method helped address multiple 

seasonal cycles, and can be written as below [37]. 

𝐿𝑡 = 𝛼(𝑦𝑡 − 𝑆𝑡−𝑠1
− 𝐷𝑡−𝑠2

) + (1 − 𝛼)(𝐿𝑡−1 + 𝑇𝑡−1) (5) 

𝑇𝑡 = 𝛽(𝐿𝑡 − 𝐿𝑡−1) + (1 − 𝛽) 𝑇𝑡−1 (6) 

𝑆𝑡 = 𝛾(𝑦𝑡 − 𝐿𝑡 − 𝐷𝑡−𝑠2
) + (1 − 𝛾)𝑆𝑡−𝑠1

 (7) 

𝐷𝑡 = 𝛿(𝑦𝑡 − 𝐿𝑡 − 𝑆𝑡−𝑠1
) + (1 − 𝛿)𝐷𝑡−𝑠2

 (8) 

𝐹𝑡+ℎ = 𝐿𝑡 + 𝑇𝑡 × ℎ + 𝑆𝑡+ℎ−𝑠1
+ 𝐷𝑡+ℎ−𝑠2

, (9) 

where 𝑦𝑡  represents the actual data; 𝑆𝑡 , 𝐷𝑡  represent the seasonal component over time t (𝑡 =

1,2, ⋯ , 𝑇); and 𝑠1, 𝑠2 are the double seasonal cycles. The components 𝐿𝑡 and 𝑇𝑡 describe the level 

and trend of the series at time t, respectively. The coefficients 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 are parameters for smoothing. 

𝐹𝑡+ℎ is the forecasting value of h ahead of time t. The initial points are calculated as follows. 

𝐿𝑠1
=

1

𝑠1
∑ 𝑦𝑡

𝑠1

𝑡=1

 , 𝐿𝑠2
=

1

𝑠2
∑ 𝑦𝑡

𝑠2

𝑡=1

 (10) 

𝑇𝑠1
=

1

𝑠1
2

( ∑ 𝑦𝑡

2𝑠1

𝑡=𝑠1+1

− ∑ 𝑦𝑡

𝑠1

𝑡=1

),   𝑇𝑠2
=

1

𝑠2
2

( ∑ 𝑦𝑡

2𝑠2

𝑡=𝑠2+1

− ∑ 𝑦𝑡

𝑠2

𝑡=1

) (11) 
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𝑆1 = 𝑦1 − 𝐿𝑠1
, ⋯ , 𝑆𝑠1

= 𝑦𝑠1
− 𝐿𝑠1

 (12) 

𝐷1 = 𝑦1 − 𝐿𝑠2
, ⋯ , 𝑆𝑠2

= 𝑦𝑠2
− 𝐿𝑠2

 (13) 

2.2.2. Trigonometric Transform, Box–Cox Transform, ARMA Errors, Trend and Seasonal 

Components (TBATS) Model 

TBATS is an acronym for trigonometrical transformation, Box–Cox transformation, ARMA 

errors, trend and seasonal components. To overcome the problems of a wider seasonality and 

correlated errors in the exponential smoothing method, modified state-space models were introduced 

by De Livera et al. [38]. It is restricted to linear homoscedasticity, but the Box–Cox transformation can 

handle some types of non-linearity. This class of model is named BATS (Box–Cox transformation, 

ARMA errors, trend and seasonal components) and is defined as follows. 

𝑦𝑡
(𝜔)

= {

𝑦𝑡
𝜔 − 1

𝜔
, 𝜔 ≠ 0

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑦𝑡) , 𝜔 = 0
} (14) 

𝑦𝑡
(𝜔)

= 𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝜙𝑏𝑡−1 + ∑ 𝑆𝑡−𝑚1

(𝑖)

𝑇

𝑖=1

+ 𝑑𝑡 (15) 

𝑙𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝜙𝑏𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝑑𝑡 (16) 

𝑏𝑡 = (1 − 𝜙)𝑏 + 𝜙𝑏𝑡−1 + 𝛽𝑑𝑡 (17) 

𝑆𝑡
(𝑖)

= 𝑆𝑡−𝑚𝑖

(𝑖)
+ 𝛾𝑖𝑑𝑡  (18) 

𝑑𝑡 = ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑑𝑡−𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

+ ∑ 𝜃𝑖휀𝑡−𝑖

𝑞

𝑖=1

+ 휀𝑡 (19) 

where 𝑦𝑡
(𝜔)

 is the Box–Cox transformed data for parameter 𝜔 at time t, 𝑙𝑡 depicts the local level, 𝑏 

is the long-term trend, and 𝑏𝑡  is the short-term trend within the period of time. Rather than 

converging on zero, the value of 𝑏𝑡 finally meets on 𝑏. 𝜙 is a damping parameter for the trend. 𝑑𝑡 

is a series of ARMA models with orders (p, q) and 휀𝑡 is the white noise process with a mean of zero 

and a constant variance of 𝜎2 . 𝑚𝑖  is the 𝑖 th seasonal cycle. 𝛼, 𝛽 , and 𝛾𝑖  are the smoothing 

parameters for 𝑖 = 1, ⋯ , 𝑇. 

The trigonometric seasonal approach incorporated into the model leads to a reduction in the 

estimation time (which increases with the number of parameters). This approach further 

accommodates non-integer seasonality. The final arguments for TBATS model 

(𝜔, 𝜙, 𝑝, 𝑞, {𝑚1, 𝑘1}, {𝑚2, 𝑘2}, ⋯ , {𝑚𝑇 , 𝑘𝑇}) are explained with some additional equations, as below. 

𝑆𝑡
(𝑖)

= ∑ 𝑆𝑗,𝑡
(𝑖)

𝑘𝑖

𝑗=1

 (20) 

𝑆𝑗,𝑡
(𝑖)

= 𝑆𝑗,𝑡−1
(𝑖)

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆𝑗
(𝑖)

+ 𝑆𝑗,𝑡−1
∗(𝑖)

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆𝑗
(𝑖)

+ 𝛾1
(𝑖)

𝑑𝑡 (21) 

𝑆𝑗,𝑡
∗(𝑖)

= −𝑆𝑗,𝑡−1𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜆𝑗
(𝑖)

+ 𝑆𝑗,𝑡−1
∗(𝑖)

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜆𝑗
(𝑖)

+ 𝛾2
(𝑖)

𝑑𝑡 , (22) 
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where 𝑘𝑖 is the number of harmonics for 𝑆𝑡
(𝑖)

, which is a seasonal component. 𝛾1
(𝑖)

 and 𝛾2
(𝑖)

 are the 

smoothing parameters and 𝜆𝑗
(𝑖)

=
2𝜋𝑗

𝑚𝑖
 . 𝑆𝑗,𝑡

(𝑖)
 is the stochastic level of the 𝑖th seasonal component by 

𝑆𝑗,𝑡
(𝑖)

, and 𝑆𝑗,𝑡
∗(𝑖)

 is the stochastic growth of the 𝑖th seasonal component. 

2.2.3. The Fractional Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (FARIMA) Model 

The FARIMA model is the common generalization of regular ARIMA processes when the degree 

of differencing d can take nonintegral values [39]. When the series {𝑦𝑡|𝑡 = 1,2, ⋯ , 𝑇} follows ARIMA 

(p, d, q), the time series takes the following form: 

𝜙𝑝(𝑙)(1 − 𝑙)𝑑𝑦𝑡 = 𝜃𝑞(𝑙)휀𝑡, (23) 

where 𝑦𝑡 denotes the actual data observed at time t (𝑡 = 1,2, ⋯ , 𝑇), and 휀𝑡 describes the random 

errors assuming white noise on t with a mean of zero and a constant variance of 𝜎2. p and q are 

integers and orders in the model. 𝜙𝑝(𝑙) = 1 − 𝜙1𝑙 − ⋯ − 𝜙𝑝𝑙𝑝, where p represents the degree of the 

autoregressive polynomial. 𝜃𝑞(𝑙) = 1 − 𝜃1𝑙 − ⋯ − 𝜃𝑞𝑙𝑞, where q is the degree of the moving average 

polynomial. (1 − 𝑙)𝑑 = ∑ (
𝑑
𝑗

) (−1)𝑗𝐿𝑗∞
𝑗=1  with (

𝑑
𝑗

) (−1) =
Γ(−𝑑+𝑗)

Γ(−𝑑)Γ(𝑗+1)
, and 𝑑 ∈ (−0.5, 0.5). 

2.2.4. Reg-ARIMA 

The Reg-ARIMA model is proposed by Bell and Hilmer [40], it is a compound word of 

Regression and ARIMA. We consider hourly temperature data as a regressor, and double seasonality 

was fitted to explain the daily and weekly cycles. When the series {𝑦𝑡|𝑡 = 1,2, ⋯ , 𝑇}  follows 

ARIMA(𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞)(𝑃1, 𝐷1, 𝑄1)𝑠1
(𝑃2, 𝐷2, 𝑄2)𝑠2

, the time series takes the following form: 

𝜙𝑝(𝑙)𝛷𝑃1
(𝑙𝑠1)𝛱𝑃2

(𝑙𝑠2)(1 − 𝑙)𝑑(1 − 𝑙𝑠1)𝐷1(1 − 𝑙𝑠2)𝐷2 (𝑦𝑡 − ∑ 𝛽𝑗𝑥𝑗𝑡

𝑟

𝑗=1

)

= 𝜃𝑞(𝑙)𝛩𝑄1
(𝑙𝑠1)𝛹𝑄2

(𝑙𝑠2)휀𝑡 ,  

(24) 

where 𝛽𝑗 is a coefficient for the j-th regressor, 𝑦𝑡  denotes the actual data observed at time t (𝑡 =

1,2, ⋯ , 𝑇), and 휀𝑡 describes the random errors assuming white noise on t with a mean of zero and a 

constant variance of 𝜎2. p and q are integers and orders in the model. 𝜙𝑝(𝑙) = 1 − 𝜙1𝑙 − ⋯ − 𝜙𝑝𝑙𝑝, 

where p represents the degree of the autoregressive polynomial. 𝜃𝑞(𝑙) = 1 − 𝜃1𝑙 − ⋯ − 𝜃𝑞𝑙𝑞, where q 

is the degree of the moving average polynomial. Moreover, for the first seasonal operators, 

𝛷𝑃1
(𝑙𝑠1) = 1 − 𝛷1𝑙𝑠1 − ⋯ − 𝛷𝑃1

𝑙𝑃𝑠1  , and 𝛩𝑄1
(𝑙𝑠1) = 1 − 𝛩1𝑙𝑠1 − ⋯ − 𝛩𝑄1

𝑙𝑄𝑠1 , where 𝑃1  and 𝑄1  are 

the degree of the first-seasonal autoregressive polynomial and moving average polynomial, 

respectively. For the second seasonal operators, 𝛱𝑃2
(𝑙𝑠2) = 1 − 𝛱1𝑙𝑠2 − ⋯ − 𝛱𝑃2

𝑙𝑃𝑠2 , and 𝛹𝑄2
(𝑙𝑠2) =

1 − 𝛹1𝑙𝑠2 − ⋯ − 𝛹𝑄2
𝑙𝑄𝑠2  , where 𝑃2  and 𝑄2 are the degree of the second-seasonal autoregressive 

polynomial and moving average polynomial, respectively. (1 − 𝑙)𝑑, (1 − 𝑙𝑠1)𝐷1, and (1 − 𝑙𝑠2)𝐷2  are 

the non-seasonal, first, and second seasonal difference operators of order d and D, respectively. 𝑠1 

and 𝑠2 represent a seasonal cycle. 

2.2.5. Neural Network Nonlinear Autoregressive (NN-AR) 

Artificial neural network (ANN) models are designed similar to the neurons of a human brain. 

There are substantial complex forms of connected neurons in human brains. The network cells carry 

a specific signal from the body along an axon, transferring the signals to other neurons. The 

connections among axons are processed by a synapse. Some neurons are structured at birth, some 

grow and mature, and the rest die when considered to be non-useful. Likewise, the neural network 

model having a single-input neuron is defined below [41]. 

𝑎 = 𝑓(𝑤𝑝 + 𝑏)     (25) 
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where p is an input, w is the weight of p, and b is a bias. f is a transfer function used to obtain an 

output of a, and it can be either linear or non-linear. If the neuron structure consists of R numbers of 

inputs as 𝑝1, 𝑝2, ⋯ 𝑝𝑅 , the expression of summarized inputs can be expressed as follows: 

𝑛 = 𝑤1,1𝑝1 + 𝑤1,2𝑝2 + ⋯ + 𝑤1,𝑅𝑝𝑅 + 𝑏 (26) 

where 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 is the connection weight of the ith neuron from the jth neuron. n can also be expressed as 

a matrix form of inputs and weights: 𝑛 = 𝐖𝐩 + 𝑏. If there are S neurons in a layer, the model can be 

expressed as follows: 𝐚 = 𝐟(𝐖𝐩 + 𝐛) ,  where b is a bias vector, a is an output vector, and p is an input 

vector with the weight matrix, W. The matrix, W, can be written as follows: 

𝐖 = [

𝑤1,1 … 𝑤1,𝑅

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑤𝑆,1 … 𝑤𝑆,𝑅

]      (27) 

If we expand the single layer to multiple layers, the output of the first layer can become an input 

to the next layer. For example, the output from the three layers can be explained as follows: 

𝐚𝟑 = 𝐟𝟑(𝐖𝟑𝐟𝟐(𝐖𝟐𝐟𝟏(𝐖𝟏𝐩 + 𝐛𝟏) + 𝐛𝟐) + 𝐛𝟑) (28) 

In this case, the third layer is considered as the output layer, and the first and second layers are 

hidden layers. The model is advantageous, because it can explain the complex relationships of the 

neurons with nonlinear functions. NN-AR models when additional exogenous variables are used for 

the ANN-based model. 

3. Application of the Models 

The auto-meter-reading (AMR) data obtained from Korea Electric Power Corporation (Naju, 

Korea) comprise data for 114 commercial buildings [42]. The data we provided were already refined; 

therefore, there was no extra step for data preprocessing. They were collected at 1 h intervals during 

the period from 12 February to 28 April 2014. A period of 10 weeks (10 February–20 April) was used 

for training, and the remaining one week (21 April–27 April) was used for testing. The datasets from 

the four weeks (24 March–20 April) prior to the test set were used for cluster analysis. Figure 2 shows 

an average time series profile of 114 buildings. The demand shows daily seasonal patterns, and there 

is a pattern of increasing demand from February to March. 

 

Figure 2. Average demand plot from the 114 buildings. 
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We fitted the data with DSHW, TBATS, FARIMA, Reg-ARIMA, ANN, and NN-AR models; 

regarding the clustering, we chose the model showing the lowest mean absolute percentage error 

(MAPE) in each cluster. Then, the forecasting values from the aggregated and clustered data were 

compared. The model performances were evaluated using the mean absolute percentage error 

(MAPE). These evaluation methods are widely used to evaluate model performance, especially for 

STLF. 

MAPE is defined as follows: 

MAPE =
100

𝑛
 ∑  |

𝑦𝑡−𝑦�̂�

𝑦𝑡 |𝑛
𝑡=1    (29) 

where 𝑦𝑡 is the actual value and 𝑦�̂�  is the forecasted demand at time t. 

The number of clusters was chosen based on the silhouette metric. Figure 3 shows the time-series 

profiles of each of the 10 clusters measured. It demonstrates different patterns that have their own 

periodicity in the clusters. In this study, the double seasonality of daily and weekly patterns is 

considered. The optimal number of parameters at each k step in FARIMA models and Reg-ARIMA 

models was identified according to the corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc). Table 1 

presents the FARIMA models in the training set of the aggregated data. The optimal parameter of d 

was selected as 0.1206 from the range (−0.5, 0.5), and then the number of p and q was selected as 5 

and 5, respectively. Table 2 shows the identification of the best Reg-ARIMA models. Table 3 and 

Table 4 represent the hyperparameter tuning in ANN and NN-AR models, respectively. As we used 

nnetar function in the forecast package of R for the hyperparameter optimization in ANN and NN-

AR models, we were able to search the number of nodes in the hidden layer, weight decay, iteration 

times, and network numbers. The optimized hyperparameters are chosen, indicating the minimum 

sum of squared errors. 

Tables 5–8 represent the estimated parameters and the results for assumptions in the training 

set. Figure 4 describes a dendrogram from the autocorrelation-based distances clustering. Table 9 

presents the results of the MAPE in the test set and the number observations assigned in each cluster. 

It shows that the TBATS model is superior to other models in clusters 5 and 9 and the DSHW model 

elicits high accuracy in cluster 6. For clusters 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, and 10, NN-AR was the most suitable 

model. Therefore, each cluster yields forecasting values from the different models. Further, we fit the 

NN-AR model for the aggregated data because it was superior to the other models in the dataset. 

Consequently, a week long forecasting was conducted for each cluster and total usage. In Table 10, 

the results indicate the MAPE of the aggregated forecasting value and the total usage data for the 

forecasted amounts for each cluster through the cluster analysis method. The MAPE for the 

forecasting of total data by the NN-AR model is 3.86%. The MAPE for the forecasting of aggregated 

data by clustering of autocorrelation-based distances is 3.32%, which is the summation forecasting 

result based on cluster-specific forecasting; the result based on clustering of normalized 

periodogram-based distance is 3.94%; the forecasting through clustering of autocorrelation-based 

distances showed a more accurate overall forecasting. 

Table 1. Identification of the best fractional autoregressive integrated moving average (FARIMA) 

model with �̂� = 0.1206. AICc, corrected Akaike information criterion. 

 (𝒑, 𝒒) AICc 

5, 5 34,868.8 

6, 4 34,873.3 

7, 4 34,874.2 

5, 4 34,875.4 

6, 3 34,879.9 
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Table 2. Identification of the best regression ARIMA (Reg-ARIMA) model. 

(𝒑, 𝒅, 𝒒) (𝑷, 𝑫, 𝑸)𝒔=𝟏𝟐𝟖 AICc 

(2, 1, 3) (0, 1, 0) 28,177.9 

(1, 1, 2) (0, 1, 0) 28,189.8 

(2, 1, 2) (0, 1, 0) 28,190.6 

(1, 1, 3) (0, 1, 0) 28,191.7 

(3, 1, 2) (0, 1, 0) 28,192.1 

Table 3. Hyperparameter optimization of the best artificial neural network (ANN) model. 

Parameter Search Space Selected Value 

Node numbers (10, 15, 20, 25, 30) 15 

Weight decay (0.0, 0.05, 0.1) 0.0 

Iteration times (50, 100, 150, 200) 200 

Network numbers (15, 20, 25, 30) 20 

Sum of squared errors 8,724,653 

Table 4. Hyperparameter optimization of the best neural network nonlinear autoregressive (NN-

AR) model. 

Parameter Search Space Selected Value 

Node numbers (10, 15, 20, 25, 30) 15 

Weight decay (0.0, 0.05, 0.1) 0.0 

Iteration times (50, 100, 150, 200) 200 

Network numbers (15, 20, 25, 30) 15 

Sum of squared errors 8,250,619 

  

Figure 3. Demand plot for 10 cluster groups by autocorrelation-based distances. 
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Figure 4. Dendrogram for autocorrelation-based clustering. 

Table 5. Parameter estimations of double seasonal Holt–Winters (DSHW). 

Parameter Estimate 

Level (𝛼) 0.3022 

Trend (𝛽) 0.0003 

Seasonal 1 (𝛾) 0.1630 

Seasonal 2 (𝛿) 0.2467 

𝜙 0.6988 

Table 6. Parameter estimations of the TBATS model. 

Parameter Estimate 

Level (𝛼) 0.0245 

𝜙1 1.0765 

𝜙2 −0.2735 

𝜃1 0.0158 

𝛾1(24) 0.0004 

𝛾1(168) −0.0006 
𝛾2(24) 0.0001 
𝛾2(168) 0.0002 

Table 7. Parameter estimations of the FARIMA model. 

Parameter Estimate 

𝜙1 0.7254 

𝜙2 0.0243 

𝜙3 0.4461 

𝜙4 0.2097 

𝜙5 −0.4065 

𝜃1 −0.2022 

𝜃2 0.0014 

𝜃3 0.3324 

𝜃4 0.7423 

𝜃5 0.0588 
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Table 8. Parameter estimations of the Reg-ARIMA model. 

Parameter Estimate 

𝜙1 −0.1978 

𝜙2 0.7702 

𝜃1 0.3379 

𝜃2 −0.9602 

𝜃3 −0.3277 

Temperature −562.3 

Table 9. Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of training dataset by autocorrelation-based 

distances clustering approach. 

MAPE (%) C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 

DSHW 3.5 4.3 7.5 4.9 1.5 1.7 3.4 6.6 0.5 9.9 

TBATS 3.2 5.7 5.2 5.5 1.4 2.4 4.5 3.2 0.4 9.4 

FARIMA 3.4 5.6 5.2 9.4 1.7 3.1 8.6 4.1 0.5 11.0 

Reg-ARIMA 3.5 5.6 5.4 5.3 1.7 1.9 3.7 4.0 0.5 11.5 

ANN 2.1 1.8 2.7 3.1 1.6 2.4 2.3 2.1 0.4 4.8 

NN-AR 2.0 1.7 2.5 3.0 1.6 2.4 2.3 2.1 0.4 4.2 

Obs. 29 5 13 2 7 14 24 9 6 5 

Table 10. Result of forecasting accuracy by MAPE. 

Method Total (NN-AR) 𝒅𝐀𝐂𝐅 𝐆 𝒅𝐍𝐏 

MAPE (%) 3.86 3.32 3.94 

4. Conclusion 

It is well known that forecasts based on the bottom-up method are more accurate than forecasts 

based on the top-down method if companies' power demand pattern is constant. However, in the 

actual operating establishment, as each company's prediction can cause problems such as excessive 

computing time, it is necessary to determine the most appropriate method. 

This study presents a bottom-up power prediction method through the results of a cluster 

analysis of electricity demand for each company in a smart grid environment. To this end, data from 

114 companies recorded using auto-metering-reading (AMR) devices were classified into 10 clusters 

using time series cluster analysis. Owing to the strong time-series characteristics of power demand, 

this study uses clustering of autocorrelation-based distances and normalized periodogram distance. 

The power demand classified through time-series cluster analysis revealed different patterns 

according to the characteristics of the companies. As the demand pattern for each cluster was 

different, the optimal forecasting model for each cluster was selected using the NN-AR and TBATS 

models. Finally, the total power demand was calculated based on the aggregated forecasting results 

for each cluster. 

The forecasting result using the time-series cluster (autocorrelation-based distances) analysis of 

the bottom-up method was superior to that of the top-down method by about 0.5%. 

This study proposed a solution to the problem of low predictive accuracy and computing speed 

owing to big data management in the process of transitioning to the smart grid method. If the power 

consumption of all companies is forecasting, accuracy will increase, but the program run time will be 

longer. In addition, if all companies and households with electricity demand are considered, the 

electricity demand forecasting will take longer. Accordingly, in real-time operations, it is proposed 

to improve the accuracy of prediction through time-series cluster analysis and to reduce the program 

run time by predicting each cluster analysis result. This method is proposed as a proactive response 

to issues related to the smart grid method with regard to national power management. 

The results of this study may be relevant only to the demand data of generic companies. 

Therefore, any future analysis based on cluster characteristics may consider specificities. Future 

studies should examine the patterns of demand based on company characteristics by analyzing 
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corporate information. Further, demand patterns should be examined according to the characteristics 

of the company's industry, and researchers should determine the optimal model for each cluster 

characteristic. Finally, it is necessary to determine a system automation method that can be used in 

an actual power operation establishment. 
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